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Abstract. Hand detection is a challenging task in hand gesture recognition sys-

tem and the detection results can be easily affected by changes in hand shapes, 

viewpoints, lightings or complex backgrounds. In order to detect and localize 

the human hands in static images against complex backgrounds, a hand detec-

tion method based on a mixture of multi-scale deformable part models is pro-

posed in this paper, which is trained discriminatively using latent SVM and 

consists of three components each defined by a root filter and three part filters. 

The hands are detected in a feature pyramid in which the features are variants of 

HOG descriptors. The experimental results show that the proposed method is 

invariant to small deformations of hand gestures and the mixture model has a 

good performance on NUS hand gesture dataset - II. 
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1 Introduction 

Hand gestures are important body languages in human daily communication. Tradi-

tional HCI (Human Computer Interaction) devices such as keyboard and mouse are 

subject to the limitations of operational distance and convenience, so it’s a natural 

way for us to interact with the computer using hand gestures. Hand gesture recogni-

tion has various applications such as sign language recognition, remote video confer-

ence, games and VR (Virtual Reality). Glove based and vision based methods are 

usually used in hand gesture recognition system, in which glove based method re-

quires user to wear special gloves which can deliver the movements of hands and 

fingers to the computer [1]. Such an approach can accurately recognize various hand 

gestures in real time, but it is an unnatural and expensive way to interact with the 

computer because of the adoption of the complex glove equipment. Vision based hand 

gesture recognition has become popular in recent years, it doesn’t require the user to 

wear gloves and only a camera is used to capture images of hands, which is a natural 

and friendly way for us to interact with the computer [2]. Fig.1 shows the process of 

vision based hand gesture recognition. 
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Fig. 1. Process of vision based hand gesture recognition 

There are two types of hand gesture used in HCI system, i.e. static gesture and dy-

namic gesture, in which static gesture positions remain unchanged during a period of 

time and dynamic hand gesture positions are temporal and change with respect to time 

[3]. Static hand gesture recognition becomes popular in recent years because dynamic 

hand gestures can be considered as actions composed of a series of static hand ges-

tures. The most difficult problem of vision based static hand gesture recognition is to 

detect hands against complex backgrounds, although depth cameras such as Kinect, 

LeapMotion and RealSense are robust and precise to detect hands according the depth 

and image information, they are not available in most existing systems. So it’s im-

portant to study the hand detection approach in RGB images against complex back-

grounds. 

Skin color, motion information, shape or combination of these visual features are 

usually used to detect hands in RGB images. Hand detection in static RGB images is 

a challenging task for various hand shapes, viewpoints, changes in illumination, or 

complex backgrounds. In this paper, a hand detection method based on a mixture of 

multi-scale deformable part models is proposed and the mixture model is trained us-

ing latent SVM with positive examples from images which are labeled with bounding 

boxes around the entire hand gestures and “hard negative” examples. The mixture 

model is tested on NUS hand gesture dataset - II [17] and the experimental results 

show that the mixture model has a person independent performance. 

2 Related Work 

There are plenty of existing literatures about hand detection, which can be summa-

rized into the skin color, motion information, shape, and machine learning based 

methods. 

Moving skin pixels were detected in video streaming and Mean-shift algorithm 

was adopted to detect hand in [5]. The method performed well as long as non-skin 

objects appeared in the scene. The derived motion, skin color and morphological in-

formation were combined to detect hands in [9]. Morphological features were used to 

estimate the probability of a pixel belonging to the hand region in the current frame. 

The method can detect hands indoors in real time and the similar method was adopted 

in [10]. Dardas et. al first subtracted the face region using Viola and Jones method [8] 

and detected the remained region using a skin detector and hand gesture contour com-

parison algorithm [6,7]. The algorithm detected only four simply defined hand ges-

tures in real time.  

The performance of skin color or motion information based methods are restricted 

by strong assumptions and isn’t robust in actual applications. Some methods com-



bined the skin color with machine learning were proposed. Eng-Jon and Richard pre-

sented an unsupervised approach and detected the locations of the hands using a 

boosted cascade of classifiers in grey scale images, in which provided good detection 

accuracy [11]. Wu and Huang proposed an approach called Discriminant-EM (D-EM) 

[12] to help supervised learning reduce the number of labeled training samples, but 

the method can't address the issues of complex backgrounds. Zondag and Gritti et al. 

constructed a real-time hand detector using HOG features [4] in combination with two 

variations of the AdaBoost algorithm [13]. Liew and Yairi focused on an appearance 

approach and proposed a feature extraction method based on sparse pixel-pairwise 

intensity comparisons for hand detection [14]. The method was robust against image 

noises, cluttered backgrounds, and partial occlusion. Mittal and Zisserman et al. first 

detected possible hand gesture using a hand shape detector, a context based detector, 

and a skin based detector respectively. A second stage classifier was learnt to com-

pute a final confidence score for hand detection [15]. The method was time consum-

ing although it can achieve very good recall and precision. Pisharady and Vadakkepat 

et al. utilized a biologically inspired approach based on the computational model of 

visual cortex and a Bayesian model of visual attention to generate the saliency map by 

calculating the posterior probabilities of pixel locations to be part of a hand gesture. 

The hand gesture was extracted by segmenting input image after setting threshold 

value of the saliency map. The method provided a good hand detection accuracy in 

spite of complex backgrounds. The disadvantages were slow processing speed and 

high computational complexity. 

Some researchers introduced general object recognition methods to detect hands. 

The most commonly used detection methods include rigid templates [4] or bag of 

features [17], which performs poorly on hand detection owing to hand's variable ap-

pearance and the wide range of hand gestures. It's obvious that an “elastic” or “de-

formable” model to detect hands is necessary. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher devel-

oped a multi-scale deformable part model in [18] and the mixture of the deformable 

part models in [19]. The mixture of the deformable part models can capture signifi-

cant variations in appearance and was often expressive enough to represent a rich 

object category. 

In consideration of the success of the mixture of deformable part models on human 

detection, we develop a hand detection method based on the mixture model. A mix-

ture model including three components each defined by a root filter and several part 

filters is trained. A meaningful gesture consists of a palm, some fingers and the joint 

of palm and fingers, so we define three part filters corresponding to each root filter in 

hand detection task. 

3 Overview of the Proposed Method 

We propose a hand detection method based on a mixture of multi-scale deformable 

part models. The mixture model is trained using a discriminative procedure that only 

requires bounding box labels for the positive examples.  



3.1  HOG Features 

Skin features [5, 6, 7, 8, 15], shape context features [6, 7], Haar-like features [8, 

10,13], SIFT features [6,7], morphological features [9], biologically inspired features 

(C2 features) [3], HOG features [4] or the combinations of these features [13,15] have 

been used for hand detection in recent years. HOG features are originally proposed by 

Dalal and Triggs in [4] for human detection. We describe a variation of HOG features 

of an image at a particular resolution following the construction in [4]. 

We compute gradients using finite difference filters, [-1, 0, +1] and its transpose. 

The image is first divided into 8×8 non-overlapping pixel regions called cells. For 

each cell, we accumulate a 1-dimensional HOG feature set over pixels in that cell. 

However, the feature set of a cell is a little different from that in [4] and [18]. In this 

paper, in order to capture information of hand gestures as much as possible, a 31-

dimensional feature set is constructed which includes 18-dimensional contrast sensi-

tive features, 9-dimensional contrast insensitive features and 4-dimensional magni-

tude features from the reconstruction of 36-dimensional features in [18].  

 

Fig. 2. Representations of 31-dimensional HOG features of a cell 

For each cell in an image, the gradient orientation of each pixel is firstly discre-

tized into eighteen orientation bins. The contribution of each pixel to gradient orienta-

tion depends on the gradient magnitude. Then the cell is normalized at four 2×2 

neighborhood cells called a block with respect to the total energy of each block (see 

Fig.2). We sum over different normalizations and get an 18-dimensional contrast 

sensitive feature set . Then the same method is used but each pixel is discretized into 

nine orientation bins which leads to a vector of length 9×4 representing the local gra-

dient information inside a cell. Not only the sum over different normalizations but 

also the sum over nine contrast insensitive orientations are computed, which reduce 

the 9×4 vector into a 13-dimensional feature set . The final HOG feature set is .  



 

Fig. 3. HOG feature pyramid for and hand gesture hypothesis 

The new features are low-dimensional and can capture local appearance which are 

invariant to small deformations. For a color image, the gradient of each color channel 

is computed and the highest gradient magnitude is picked as the final value.  

A standard HOG feature pyramid is built for multi-scale hand detection. The fea-

ture pyramid consists of several couple levels, the resolution of each bottom level is 

twice the corresponding top resolution as shown in Fig.3. The top level HOG features 

represent coarse information such as hand contour while the corresponding bottom 

level HOG features represent finer information such as fingers or the palm in different 

states. 

3.2 Hand Model 

The mixture model involves three components each defined by a coarse root filter 

covering an entire hand gesture and three finer part filters covering smaller parts such 

as fingers or the palm. The filters in the mixture model are applied to the HOG feature 

pyramid to calculate the responses of an input image. We require the level of each 

part is such that the feature map at that level is computed at twice the resolution of the 

root level (see Fig.3). 

The score of  at a position  in a feature map  from the HOG feature pyramid is the 

“dot product” of the filter and a sub-window of the feature map with top-left corner 

at , while the filter is a matrix with  weights. 

 (1) 

We denote the filter  as . The score of  at  in a feature pyramid  is , written as  later 

for convenience, where  denotes the HOG features in the  sub-window.  

The goal is to get the best placement of root filter and part filters  in a component, 

where  specifies the position for th filter in the feature pyramid. The score of a place-

ment is given by the scores of each filter minus a deformation cost that depends on 

the relative position of each part filter with respect to the root filter, plus the bias, 

                   (2) 

Where the deformation cost and  are defined by [17].The formula (2) can be writ-

ten as dot product, , where  specifies latent information of hand’s parts. 



 .                                        (3) 

     (4) 

This illustrates the connection between the model and linear classifiers. Latent 

SVM [17] is used to train our hand model for the partially labeled data. For the mix-

ture model, three components are combined and the mixture model with the similar 

expression as the component is trained. 

Learning. The process of learning model parameters using latent SVM is described in 

the following parts and more details can be found in [19]. The objective function is: 

          . (5) 

 is trained from labeled examples , where  is an example with a binary label . Gen-

erally  is not convex for a positive example and is convex for a negative example. 

However,  becomes convex for each example if there is a single possible latent value  

for each positive example. Note that, 

 . (6) 

Which means  and we can minimize  using coordinate descent algorithm: Optimize  

over  by selecting the highest scoring latent value for each positive example and over  

using stochastic gradient descent algorithm. However, the stochastic descent algo-

rithm is so sensitive to local minima that the mixture model is initialized as in [19]. 

There are very large numbers of negative examples in an image. It’s reasonable to 

construct training data consisting of the labeled positive examples and “hard nega-

tive” examples. The hard negative examples are those that are incorrectly classified or 

inside the margin of the classifier defined by in the previous training.  

Detection. An overall score is computed for each root location according to the best 

possible placement of the parts for hand detection, 

    . (7) 

The root locations with high score define detections, and part locations with re-

spect to root locations define a full hand hypothesis. Dynamic programming and gen-

eralized distance transforms methods [20] are used to compute the best root location. 

The response of each filter to the feature pyramid is first computed as follows, 

     (8) 

Then the responses of part filters are transformed using generalized distance trans-

form algorithm. 

     .  (9) 

The final root scores at each level can be expressed by the sum of the root filter re-

sponse at that level with transformed responses at such level that the resolution of the 

level is twice the root detection level. 



      .  (10) 

The hands are detected in a feature pyramid of an input image. There is a hand in 

an image if the score is higher than a threshold. The desired output is to predict the 

bounding boxes of a hand gesture. We eliminate the repeated detections by non-

maximum suppression (NMS). The final root scores of labeled positive examples are 

used to learn four linear functions for predicting the bounding box by least-squares 

regression (LSR). Fig. 4 illustrates the detection process using a component of the 

mixture model. 

 

Fig. 4. The detection process using a component at one scale 

4 Experimental Results 

The mixture model of hand gesture is trained and evaluated on NUS hand gesture 

dataset - II [16], (see Table 1).  

Table 1. NUS hand gesture dataset- II 

Subsets Descriptions 

A 2000 hand gesture color images 

B 750 hand gesture color images with human noises 

C 2000 background images without the hand gestures 

 

In practice, all positive examples from subsets A and B are labeled with bounding 

boxes covering the entire hand gestures. The part locations are treated as latent varia-

bles during the training process using latent SVM. The positive example set is com-

posed of half original positive examples from subset A and the corresponding flipped 



positive examples. Margin sensitive method [19] is used to mine hard negative exam-

ples from subset C. The positive example set is split into three groups according to the 

orientations of hand gestures (see Fig. 5(a)) which lead to a mixture model with three 

components (see Fig. 5(b)). The operation is different from [19] whose positive ex-

amples are split according the aspect ratio of the bounding boxes. The detection accu-

racy is improved by performing the operation. The proposed mixture model is sym-

metric along the vertical axis, so it can detect gestures of either hand. 

                    
(a)                                                         (b) 

Fig. 5. The mixture model. (a) The split positive examples with three groups. (b)The mixture 

model with three components. 

 

Fig. 6. Hand detection results. The first row shows some results from subset A while the second 

row from subset B. The prediction bounding boxes are in red while the ground-truth bounding 

boxes are in blue. 

The mixture model is tested on the rest of images from NUS hand gesture dataset- 

II. Fig. 6 shows some examples of hand gesture detection using the mixture model. 

The mixture model has the best performance on images from the first three columns 

in which the prediction bounding boxes has a large overlap with the labeled bounding 

boxes. Although the mixture model can detect hand in the images from the last two 

columns, it fails to capture all regions of the hand gestures.  

       



(a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 7. ROC curve of hand detection. (a) ROC curve of subset A without human noises (b) 

ROC curve of subset B with human noises. 

The subsets A and C are used to test the capability of the mixture model as in [3]. 

The presence of hand is detected if the score of the best placement is above the 

threshold. Fig. 7(a) shows the ROC of the hand detection task. The effects of overlaps 

on detection performance are also studied as shown in Fig. 7(a). The overlap between 

the prediction bounding box and a ground-truth bounding box is an important index in 

hand detection. The proposed hand detection model is also tested on a harder subset B 

with human noise and subset C (see Fig. 7(b)). 

It can be seen from the experimental results that the proposed mixture model per-

forms better on subset A when the overlap is 0.5 compared to [3] and can detect hand 

correctly at a low false positive rate. In general, the mixture model is better than the 

method from [3]. Since the performance is regarded to be better if the overlap is high-

er in the hand detection system, the performance decreases with the increase of over-

laps. However, it’s sufficient for the capture of all the information of a hand gesture 

when the overlap is 0.6. The presence of human may reduce the detection perfor-

mance as shown in Fig 7(b). The mixture model’s detection time is about 0.5s, which 

is less compared to the biologically inspired approach in [3]. 

5 Conclusions 

A hand detection method based on the mixture of deformable part models is proposed 

in this paper. More components and part filters in the mixture model will improve the 

performance, but may lead to time consumption and expensive detection task. The 

mixture model is robust to hand shapes, viewpoints, lights or complex backgrounds 

and invariant to the small deformations of hand gestures to an extent. The perfor-

mance of the mixture model on the harder dataset including influence of human needs 

to be improved. The richer mixture model combining skin color or building connec-

tions among parts is helpful to improve the detection accuracy. The higher detection 

accuracy will produce the better recognition results in hand gesture recognition sys-

tem. A well-defined hand gesture set for interaction should be designed and a robust 

hand gesture recognition system should be studied in the future work. 
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